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Abstract

Coupling of motor proteins within arrays drives muscle contraction, flagellar beating, chromosome
segregation, and other biological processes. Current models of motor coupling invoke either direct
mechanical linkage or protein crowding, which rely on short-range motor-motor interactions. In
contrast, coupling mechanisms that act at longer length scales remain largely unexplored. Here
we report that microtubules can physically couple motor movement in the absence of short-range
interactions. The human kinesin-4 Kif4A changes the run-length and velocity of other motors on the
same microtubule in the dilute binding limit, when 10-nm-sized motors are separated by microns.
This effect does not depend on specific motor-motor interactions because similar changes in Kif4A
motility are induced by kinesin-1 motors. A micron-scale attractive interaction potential between
motors is sufficient to recreate the experimental results in a computational model. Unexpectedly,
our theory suggests that long-range microtubule-mediated coupling not only affects binding kinetics
but also motor mechanochemistry. Therefore, motors can sense and respond to motors bound several
microns away on a microtubule. These results suggest a paradigm in which the microtubule lattice,
rather than being merely a passive track, is a dynamic medium responsive to binding proteins to
enable new forms of collective motor behavior.
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Diverse cellular processes rely on coordinated activity of cytoskeletal motor proteins. For exam-1

ple, minifilaments made of multiple myosin motors pull actin filaments together to contract muscle.1,22

Similarly, dynein motors line the microtubule doublet and collectively induce the oscillatory beating of3

motile flagella.3,4 “Trains” of motors mediate intraflagellar transport, which is essential for assembly and4

maintenance of cilia and flagella.5,6 Force balance between plus- and minus-end-directed motors that5

crosslinks microtubules is a proposed mechanism to maintain mitotic spindle organization.7–10 Similarly,6

tug-of-war between opposite polarity motors underlies bidirectional cargo transport.11–13 For all of these7

processes, the activity of multiple motors is coupled.8

Currently, the best-understood mechanisms of motor-motor coupling fall into two categories: pro-9

tein crowding or mechanical linkage. Motors can be mechanically linked, either by directly binding to10

each other or binding to the same cargo. For example, in myosin minifilaments many motors form an11

ensemble that collectively generates force to contract muscles against high load.14 Alternatively, motors12

that are densely crowded on cytoskeletal filaments can have altered activity due to short-range steric13

interactions and/or cooperativity.15,16 Kinesin-1 motors form clusters due to short-range attractive in-14

teractions, for example.17,18 Kinesins that regulate microtubule dynamic instability typically accumulate15

at microtubule ends where their motility changes. For example, the activity of the kinesin-8 Kip3p is16

altered in dense clusters at the ends of microtubules.19–21 Another prototypical example is the mitotic17

spindle-associated kinesin-4 protein Kif4A, which forms clusters at microtubule ends (hereafter referred18

to as “end-tags”) and regulates microtubule length.22–24 Short-range interactions are well-studied and19

recognized as important for motor ensemble function. However, whether coupling between proteins at20

longer length scales contributes to the organization of motor ensembles remains unclear.21

Recent work has suggested that motor and non-motor microtubule associated proteins can structurally22

alter the tubulin lattice. This raises the possibility of long-range coupling through the microtubule23

polymer. Lattice effects are proposed to influence microtubule dynamics directly or indirectly by altering24

the activity of regulatory proteins.25,26 Kinesin-1 motors have been shown to cause lattice defects2725

and expansion28 and alter the binding affinity of kinesin-1 to microtubules,29,30 possibly due to elastic26

anisotropy.31 This effect can result in cooperative binding of kinesins to the same microtubule. Currently,27

whether long-distance coupling through the “medium” of the microtubule can affect motile properties28

of motor proteins is not known. It further remains unclear whether long-range coupling mechanisms29

can dynamically sense and respond to motor density on microtubules, particularly at low concentration.30

Finally, whether coupling between proteins at a longer length scale contributes to the formation of31

motor ensembles/clusters is unknown. Hence, we have a limited understanding of whether concentration-32

dependent long-range coupling might be a general mechanism that determines the spatial organization33

of motors on microtubules.34

In this work, we report unexpected long-range coupling between Kif4A motors on microtubules at low35

density. The micron-length-scale coupling leads to a density-dependent change in Kif4A processivity and36

speed at picomolar motor concentration, where short-range protein-protein interactions are unlikely. The37

results indicate that kinesins can influence the movement of motor molecules that are widely separated38

on microtubules, even without physical short-range coupling, oligomerization, external binding partners,39

or tubulin post-translational modification. Computational modeling suggests that long range coupling40

is likely to affect the mechanochemical stepping cycle of the motor in addition to the binding kinetics.41

At higher protein concentration, motor coupling on the nanometer- and the micron-scale co-exists and42

results in the organization of microtubule-length-dependent Kif4A end-tags, which is not predicted for43

moderately processive motors like Kif4A. These observations enlarge our understanding of how the44

microtubule can act as a responsive medium for communication between motors separated on the micron45

length scale.46

Results47

The kinesin-4 motor Kif4A accumulates at microtubule ends, where it binds with high affinity.23,2448

In contrast to other highly processive kinesins or complexes, such as Kip3p19–21 or the PRC1-Kif4A49

complex,24 Kif4A alone is only moderately processive, with an average measured run length of about50

1 µm.23 Despite this, previously published data show that Kif4A end-tags are sensitive to overall51

microtubule length for microtubules up to 14 µm.24 To understand how motors could possibly exhibit52

length-dependent behavior at length scales an order of magnitude larger than their average run length,53

we investigated the formation of end-tags by Kif4A motors.54

To measure end-tag formation and its dependence on microtubule length and motor concentration,55

we reconstituted the activity of Kif4A on single microtubules. For these studies, we used a Total In-56
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Figure 1: The kinesin-4 motor Kif4A forms microtubule-length-dependent end-tags, but a minimal motor
model does not reproduce the experimental observations. A. Schematic of the in vitro assay used for examining the
length dependence of Kif4A-GFP (green) on single microtubules (gray). B. Representative fluorescence micrographs showing
end-tag formation with Kif4A-GFP concentration from 0.02 to 6 nM. Images show X-rhodamine labeled microtubules (red)
with Kif4A-GFP (green). C. End-tag length versus microtubule length in assays with Kif4A-GFP concentration from 0.02
to 6 nM: 0.02 nM (slope 0.11 ± 0.02), 1 nM (slope 0.22 ± 0.02), 2 nM (slope 0.25 ± 0.03), 4 nM (slope 0.49 ± 0.02) and
6 nM (slope 0.75 ± 0.02). D. Slope (end-tag length divided by microtubule length) versus Kif4A concentration. E. Model
overview. Motors can bind to, unbind from, and step toward the plus ends of microtubules. Steric interactions prevent
more than one motor head from occupying a single site. Inset, model mechanochemical cycle. Motor heads can be bound to
ADP (D), ATP (T), ADP · Pi (DP), or nothing (empty). Red coloring labels head which cannot bind to the microtubule in
these states. Arrow thickness represents the relative probability of each transition. F. Simulated fluorescence images of our
model using 10 micron-long microtubules and varying Kif4A concentration from 0.02 to 6 nM. G. Simulated end-tag length
versus microtubule length. H. Slope (simulated end-tag length divided by microtubule length) versus Kif4A concentration.

ternal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy assay as reported previously.24,32 First, rhodamine-57

labeled, taxol-stabilized microtubules were biotinylated and immobilized on a glass coverslip (Fig. 1A).58

Next, GFP-tagged Kif4A (0.02 nM) was added to the flow chamber for 5 min and then imaged. Near-59

simultaneous multi-wavelength imaging of rhodamine-labeled microtubules and Kif4A-GFP showed that60

Kif4A preferentially accumulates at the plus-end of microtubules, as observed previously (Fig. 1B).2461
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With increasing Kif4A concentration (0.02-6 nM), the length of the end-tags increases. In particular, the62

micron-sized end-tags at higher Kif4A concentration (4 nM) resemble those formed from the collective63

activity of Kif4A and PRC1 at concentrations of 1.5 nM and 0.1-0.4 nM, respectively.24 We measured64

the end-tag length and intensity over a range of filament lengths up to 13 µm (Fig. 1C, S1A). The data65

fit well to a straight line, where the slope corresponds to the fraction of the microtubule length that is66

the end-tag (Figure 1D, S1B). These results show microtubule-length dependence of end-tags formed by67

Kif4A alone.68

We sought to understand how Kif4A motors with a run length of only ∼1 micron can form length-69

dependent end-tags on microtubules that are ∼10 microns long by developing a mathematical model70

of Kif4A motion and accumulation on microtubules (supplementary material). We developed a motor71

model that includes binding to and unbinding from microtubules, stepping via a mechanochemical cycle,72

and steric exclusion. We modeled a single protofilament of the microtubule as a one-dimensional lattice,73

where each 8-nm tubulin dimer is represented by a discrete binding site. This model builds on previous74

theory of motor accumulation on microtubules and traffic jams.21,33–3975

To investigate how motor coupling might alter Kif4A behavior, we modeled motor stepping with a76

mechanochemical cycle driven by ATP hydrolysis, building on previous work.40–46 We constructed the77

model based on the kinesin-1 stepping cycle (Fig. 1E, supplementary material).47–53 While the details of78

which nucleotide state is associated with each conformational state may be different for Kif4A compared79

to kinesin-1, our model predictions are similar for any model that includes a basic mechanochemical cycle80

that facilitates asynchronous binding and unbinding of two binding heads.49,54 A general aspect of our81

model is that nucleotide hydrolysis rate determines motor velocity and the relative rates of second-head82

binding and first-head unbinding determine average motor processivity.83

To investigate end-tag formation, we start with the premise that accumulation of end-tags requires84

that the motors create a crowded region at the plus-end of the microtubule. We assume that no binding85

site can be occupied by more than one motor head. If a motor is blocked from stepping forward by86

another motor in front of it, the rear head can still unbind, causing the motor to become stuck in the87

singly bound state. We constrained parameters of the model using motor processivity and velocity from88

previously published data on Xklp1,23 and the motor on-rate was estimated from experiments imaging89

the binding to and motility of Kif4A-GFP on microtubules at low motor density.2490

In our simulations of this minimal model, end-tags do not form and motor accumulation does not91

vary with microtubule length (Fig. 1F-H). This is consistent with our intuition that a motor with a run92

length of only 1.2 µm cannot show enhanced accumulation on microtubules several microns long.93

The lack of end-tag formation in the model suggests that the model is missing key mechanisms, such94

as interactions between motors that alter their behavior in dense ensembles. We therefore examined95

whether cooperative interactions between motors might be required for end-tags. Previous work on96

kinesin-1 found that the motors cluster together on microtubules more than would be expected for97

purely non-interacting motors.17,18 These data were consistent with a short-range (nearest-neighbor)98

attractive interaction between motors with an estimated energy of 1.6–1.8 kBT.17,18 A similar short-99

range interaction would be expected if Kif4A can physically interact with nearby motors, perhaps by100

binding between motor tails. To test whether such a short-range interaction could lead to end-tags,101

we implemented a nearest-neighbor interaction that lowers the motor unbinding rate when motors are102

adjacent (supplementary material). We find that short-range cooperativity between adjacent Kif4A103

motors is not sufficient for end-tag formation, even if the interaction energy is increased up to 10 kBT104

(Fig. S2A). We also tried artificially increasing motor processivity by an order of magnitude (without105

short-range interactions), but end-tags still did not form (Fig. S2B). This suggests that another, unknown106

mechanism might alter Kif4A motility in ensembles.107

To investigate how motor density on microtubules might change the motility of Kif4A, we examined108

the interaction of single Kif4A-GFP molecules with microtubules with varying concentration of unlabeled109

Kif4A (Fig. 2A). We considered two possibilities: at high protein concentration direct protein-protein110

interactions might alter motor processivity. Alternatively, the presence of even widely spaced motors111

on the microtubule might indirectly alter Kif4A processivity. To distinguish these cases, we studied low112

Kif4A concentration, in the picomolar range where direct protein-protein interactions are unlikely. At 20113

pM, single Kif4A-GFP molecules moved only short distances before dissociation. However, the addition114

of small amounts of additional unlabeled Kif4A (30-400 pM) led to longer unidirectional movements of115

individual Kif4A-GFP molecules. When just 60 pM of unlabeled Kif4A was added, the average run116

length and lifetime of Kif4A increased by a factor of ∼3 and ∼4, respectively (Fig. 2B, C, E, F), along117

with a 2-fold reduction in the average velocity (Fig. 2D, G). These data suggest that even at sub-118

nanomolar protein concentration, where Kif4A-Kif4A interactions are not predominant, the processivity119
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Figure 2: Single molecule analysis of Kif4A-GFP movement in the presence of Kif4A-unlabeled. A. Kymo-
graphs obtained from time-lapse image sequence acquired in examining microtubule interaction of Kif4A-GFP (20 pM) in
presence of 0, 30, 60, 100, 200 and 400 pM Kif4A-unlabeled molecules. B-D. Histograms of the run length (B) lifetime
(C) and average velocity (D) obtained from time-lapse image sequence acquired in examining microtubule interaction of
Kif4A-GFP (20 pM) in presence of 0, 30, 60, 100, 200 and 400 pM Kif4A-unlabeled molecules. The run length and lifetime
histograms were fit to an exponential function. The average velocity histogram was fit to a Gaussian distribution. E.
Average run length versus Kif4A concentration, obtained from median in (C): 0 pM (972 nm, N=205), 30 pM (1296 nm,
N=66) 60 pM (2430 nm, N=134), 100 pM (1620 nm, N=106), 200 pM (1944 nm, N=182) and 400 pM (2835 nm, N=78). F.
Average lifetime versus Kif4A concentration, obtained from the median in (D): 0 pM (1.8 s, N=205), 30 pM (2.1 s, N=66),
60 pM (7.2 s, N=134), 100 pM (4.9 s, N=106), 200 pM (8.3 s, N=182) and 400 pM (17.9 s, N=78). G. Average velocity
versus Kif4A concentration, obtained from the median in (E): 0 pM (599 nm/s, N=205), 30 pM (707 nm/s, N=66), 60 pM
(368 nm/s, N=134), 100 pM (306 nm/s, N=106), 200 pM (313 nm/s, N=182) and 400 pM (183 nm/s, N=78). The error
bars represent 95% confidence interval of the median.

and velocity of the motor are sensitive to protein density on microtubules.120

We then used our mathematical model to ask what mechanisms of motor interaction might explain the121

surprising result that Kif4A run length, lifetime, and speed vary with density at picomolar concentration.122

We began with the short-range attractive potential discussed above (Fig. S2A). As expected, short-range123
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cooperativity alone is not sufficient to reproduce the low-density data (Fig. 3A-D), even if the interaction124

strength is increased to 10 kBT (Fig. S3).125

Therefore, we considered the possibility of long-range interactions between motors. Previous work126

found enhanced binding of kinesin-1 motors near other motors, an effect with a remarkably long range of 6127

µm.29 Such a long-range interaction could change motor-microtubule binding kinetics at the low density128

of our experiments, suggesting it as a possible mechanism of motor coupling. We modeled long-range129

motor interactions by adding an attractive quadratic potential between motors with a range of several130

microns (supplementary material). We assumed that the interaction potential from multiple motors is131

additive up to a saturation energy around 5 kBT. To mimic the interaction observed for kinesin-1, we132

first implemented an effect on motor binding kinetics: the long-range potential increases the binding rate133

and decreases the unbinding rate of other motors (Fig. 3E-H). We note that this effect was included134

in addition to short-range cooperativity discussed above. After fitting the three long-range interaction135

parameters (potential strength, range, and saturation energy) to the experimental data, we found that136

long-range cooperativity in the model predicts changes in motor motility at low density qualitatively137

similar to those found experimentally. However, the best-fit model did not show strong quantitative138

agreement with the data, suggesting that long-range interactions that alter motor-microtubule binding139

kinetics partially but not fully explain the data. Therefore, we considered whether additional mechanisms140

might better explain our low-density results.141

The data show that Kif4A speed slows by a factor of 2–3 as motor density is increased. This is142

surprising in the absence of dense traffic jams where steric effects predominate, suggesting the possibility143

Figure 3: Long-range cooperativity is essential in the model and must affect motor stepping to fully
reproduce the experimental results. A. Schematic of short-range cooperativity. The red cloud shows the range of
the interaction, and the length of arrows shows relative event probability. In the model, short-range interactions decrease
motor unbinding but does not affect binding. B-D. Motor run length, lifetime, and velocity versus motor concentration for
simulation (blue) and experiment (orange, red). E. Schematic of long-range cooperativity. The orange cloud shows the range
of the interaction (not to scale, simulated range is 8 µm). Long-range cooperativity affects motor binding and unbinding
and is implemented in addition to short-range cooperativity. F-H. Motor run length, lifetime, and velocity versus motor
concentration for simulation (blue) and experiment (orange, red). I. Schematic of long-range cooperativity in stepping. The
long-range cooperativity lowers motor velocity in addition to binding and unbinding. Short-range cooperativity remains in
the model. J-L. Motor run length, lifetime, and velocity versus motor concentration for simulation (blue) and experiment
(orange, red).
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that a long-range interaction between motors might alter motor mechanochemistry. To be consistent with144

our data, such a mechanism would lead to decreased speed of motors coupled through the long-range145

interaction. Many mechanisms of slowing motor stepping are possible. One possibility would be changes146

in the doubly bound motor off- and ATP-binding rates due to the long-range interaction (Figure 1E,147

supplementary material). With this addition, the best-fit model agrees well with our experimental data148

(Fig 3I-L). Other mechanisms for which the long-range interaction causes motors to slow their stepping149

will have similar effects. These results show that long-range coupling between motors that affects both150

binding kinetics and motor stepping can explain the alteration in Kif4A motility with density.151

If the long-range motor coupling between Kif4A molecules is mediated by changes to the micro-152

tubule lattice, it would be predicted to occur with change in density of other kinesins besides Kif4A.153

We measured the motility of single Kif4A-GFP molecules in the presence of increasing concentration154

(30-400 pM) of unlabeled D. melanogaster kinesin-1 dimers (amino acids 1-401; referred to as K401).155

K401 is a minimal kinesin-1 dimer comprising the motor domain, neck linker and the first dimerization156

coiled-coil domain.55 When the total motor concentration was increased by adding unlabeled K401,157

single Kif4A-GFP molecules moved more processively and exhibited long unidirectional runs (Fig. 4).158

When we added 60 pM of unlabeled K401 to an assay with 20 pM Kif4A-GFP, the average run length159

and lifetime increased by a factor of 2 and 4, respectively, while the average velocity decreased. These160

results show Kif4A processivity and velocity are sensitive to the density of a non-interacting motor of161

a different kinesin family. Because K401 lacks the C-terminal cargo binding domains typically respon-162

sible for protein-protein interactions in kinesins, these data support the idea that the motor coupling163

interactions that impact Kif4A motility likely do not arise from short-range protein-protein interactions.164

Additionally, single-molecule intensity measurements confirm that oligomerization or similar phenomena165

are not occurring (Fig. S4). Together, our experimental results with varying Kif4A and K401 density166

and our modeling results suggest that motility of single Kif4A motors is modulated by coupling of motors167

separated by microns along the microtubule.168

Comparison of the low-density experimental results to our model suggests that a combination of short-169

and long-range cooperativity can explain the increase in Kif4A processivity and decrease in velocity as170

motor density increases on microtubules. We next asked whether these interactions are sufficient to171

explain the formation of end-tags on microtubules at high density. To do this we used the model to172

predict high-density Kif4A behavior with no free parameters: we increased the Kif4A concentration173

in the simulation, while maintaining the model parameters determined by fitting the low-density data.174

Remarkably, the model predicts end-tags that quantitatively match those found experimentally (Fig.175

5A-D). The model end-tag length increases both with microtubule length and motor concentration, as176

in experiments. To further dissect which interactions in the model are most important for end-tag177

formation, we turned off parts of the model individually. Removing individual cooperative interactions178

from the model (corresponding to turning off short-range cooperativity, long-range cooperativity that179

affects binding, or long-range cooperativity that affects mechanochemistry) decreases end-tag formation180

(Fig. S5). This suggests that the combination of both long- and short-range motor coupling that we181

identified in the low-density model combine to allow Kif4A to form end-tags. In the model, the long-182

range interaction helps increase processivity so that motors reach the end of the microtubule, while the183

short-range interaction prevents unbinding to maintain motors in the end-tag.184

Based on our modeling results, we propose that long-range motor coupling between Kif4A molecules185

that increases processivity and lowers velocity contributes to the formation of dense end-tags on micro-186

tubules. The model predicts that near and in the end-tag, the bound lifetime of Kif4A increases and187

its speed drops. To examine whether these changes occur in end-tags, we directly visualized processive188

movement of single Kif4A molecules at high protein concentration by spiking in Kif4A-GFP (1 nM)189

with Kif4A-Alexa647 (7 nM) while observing end-tag formation in real time (Fig. 5E). In these exper-190

iments, end-tag formation initiates at the microtubule plus-end and grows toward the minus-end until191

a steady-state end-tag length is established. Outside the end-tag, motors move processively with long192

plus-end-directed runs (∼5000 nm or longer). Motor velocity in the untagged region of the microtubule193

was 110 nm/s, but upon encountering the high-density end-tag, Kif4A-GFP slowed to 25 nm/s. These194

results suggest that, consistent with our model predictions, end-tag formation occurs through an increase195

in Kif4A processivity at high concentration along with a reduction in velocity and dissociation in the196

end-tags.197
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Figure 4: Single-molecule analysis of Kif4A-GFP movement in the presence of K401-unlabeled. A. Ky-
mographs obtained from time-lapse image sequence of microtubules with Kif4A-GFP (20 pM) in presence of 0 pM K401-
unlabeled, 60 pM K401-unlabeled, 100 pM K401-unlabeled, 200 pM K401-unlabeled and 400 pM K401-unlabeled. B-D.
Histograms of the run length (B), lifetime (C), and average velocity (D) obtained from time-lapse image sequence of Kif4A-
GFP (20 pM) in presence of 0 pM K401-unlabeled, 60 pM K401-unlabeled, 100 pM K401-unlabeled, 200 pM K401-unlabeled
and 400 pM K401-unlabeled. Run length and lifetime histograms were fit to an exponential function. The average velocity
histogram was fit to a Gaussian distribution. E. Average run length versus K401 concentration, obtained from the median
in (B): 0 pM (810 nm, N=202), 30 pM (972 nm, N=228), 60 pM (1458 nm, N=140), 100 pM (1620 nm, N=96), 200
pM (1296 nm, N=129) and 400 pM (2430 nm, N=51). F. Average lifetime versus K401 concentration, obtained from the
median in (C): 0 pM (1.2 s, N=202), 30 pM (1.5 s, N=228), 60 pM (4.2 s, N=140), 100 pM (3.9 s, N=96), 200 pM (3.6
s, N=129) and 400 pM (9 s, N=51). G. Average velocity versus K401 concentration, obtained from the median in (D): 0
pM (706 nm/s, N=202), 30 pM (583 nm/s, N=228), 60 pM (324 nm/s, N=140), 100 pM (402 nm/s, N=96), 200 pM (360
nm/s, N=129) and 400 pM (233, N=51). The error bars represent 95% confidence interval of the median.

Discussion198

Here we describe motor communication that spans microns without the usual physically linked as-199

sembly. We discovered these interactions for Kif4A, a kinesin-4 motor known to cluster at microtubule200
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Figure 5: The computational model with long-range cooperativity that fits low-density experiments pre-
dicts length-dependent end-tags and Kif4A motility changes with no free parameters. A. Simulated fluo-
rescence images created from the model of 10 µm microtubules with varying Kif4A concentration. B. End-tag length
versus microtubule length from simulations with long-range cooperativity (blue) and experiment (green). C. Simulated
end-tag length versus microtubule length with long-range cooperativity. D. Simulated slope of end-tag length divided by
microtubule length versus Kif4A concentration. E. Kymographs obtained from time-lapse sequence acquired in spiking
experiments of Kif4A-Clip-647 (7 nM) in presence of Kif4A-GFP (1 nM) on single microtubule.

ends, but the changes in Kif4A motility can also be induced by kinesin-1 motors. Our findings sug-201

gest that long-range coupling of motors through the microtubule can impact both the binding and202

mechanochemistry of motor proteins at low density. Thus, the microtubule can act as an allosteric203

medium for microtubule-associated kinesins to sense the number of motors on the same microtubule.204

This coupling can set up a positive feedback loop whereby motors adaptively increase their processivity,205

even at picomolar concentration where motors are typically microns apart.206

Our work expands the way we think about microtubules as a medium for allosteric coupling and how207

it can affect motor proteins. Long-range coupling between motors is required to explain motor-density-208

dependent changes in processivity at picomolar concentration. At these concentrations, a minimal com-209
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putational model that utilizes a conventional-kinesin stepping cycle and a short-range attractive potential210

(such as that arising from traffic jams at high concentration and protein-protein interaction) cannot ex-211

plain the experimental observations. This is because the widely spaced motors hardly ever come close212

enough to each other for short-range interactions to occur (Movie S1). Long-range interactions may have213

the advantage of allowing motors with individually low processivity to change their collective behavior214

without any hindrance resulting from direct physical interactions. Interestingly, the increase in proces-215

sivity from long-range interactions at low density leads to clustering of motors at the microtubule ends at216

higher concentration, resulting in the formation of microtubule-length-dependent end-tags. While motor217

binding proteins can increase motor processivity and lead to clustering, long-range coupling provides a218

motor-autonomous mechanism to increase protein density on the microtubule.219

The observed effects on motor velocity as a function of density at low concentration cannot be220

fully explained by a mechanism whereby the long-distance coupling affects only the binding-unbinding221

kinetics of the motor-microtubule interaction. By contrast, our computational model suggests that long-222

range cooperativity affects motor mechanochemistry directly. This model satisfactorily reproduces the223

experimental data at both low (0.002 nM) and high (6 nM) Kif4A concentration with no change in model224

parameters, which argues that both single-motor properties (such as processivity) and emergent behavior225

of motor ensembles (such as end-tag formation) require long-range coupling between motors. This differs226

from previous results on kinesin-1 both because of the strong effect on Kif4A motility and because the227

changes occur for much lower motor concentration for Kif4A (tens of picomolar) versus kinesin-1 (tens228

of nanomolar).29,30 As a result, long-range motor coupling can drive end-tag formation for Kif4A but229

not kinesin-1. Thus, the long-range coupling mechanism can increase the diversity in the outcome of the230

collective motor activity on microtubules depending on the properties of individual proteins.231

Previous work has proposed that conformational changes in tubulin heterodimers mediated by the232

binding of microtubule-associated proteins can act as an allosteric coupler within the microtubule lat-233

tice.25,26 Our findings broaden the scenario in which these effects are relevant by suggesting that the234

molecular and structural alterations mediating microtubule allosteric coupling do not require a sat-235

urated microtubule lattice and are reversible on the time scale of seconds. Therefore, long-distance236

coupling can be achieved without requiring long-term alteration of the microtubule lattice. In contrast,237

mechanisms such as tubulin isoform diversity, post-translational modification, and protofilament reg-238

ister shifts are long-lived or irreversible structural/biochemical changes to the microtubule. Transient239

motor-autonomous long-distance coupling might confer a unique advantage, as microtubules can quickly240

respond to changes in protein concentration to regulate kinesin motility.241

The long-range coupling we describe has significant implications for motor-based cellular processes242

because only a small number of motors need to bind on a microtubule to trigger a cascade (Movie243

S2). For example, in the context of intracellular transport, long-range coupling may facilitate changes244

in velocity, motor force-velocity relation, or the outcome of tug-of-war between opposing motors, on a245

specific subset of cellular microtubules. Beyond coupling between motors, the long-range effects may246

also impact microtubule ends to control dynamic instability. For example, increased Kif4A processivity247

can increase the protein concentration at microtubule ends, which could then alter the polymerization of248

Figure 6: Illustration of effects of long-range motor coupling. Schematic shows motors (blue) moving on micro-
tubule (gray) with interaction region (orange cloud, not to scale). Length of arrows represents motor run length (not to
scale). (Top left) Non-interacting motors do not affect the run length or velocity of other motors. (Top right) Long-range
interactions mean that Kif4A changes the run-length and velocity of widely separated motors on the same microtubule. Our
theory suggests that this long-range coupling affects not only binding kinetics, but also motor mechanochemistry. (Lower
left) Non-interacting motors do not change their motility or collective behavior at higher density. (Lower right) Long-range
coupling promotes the formation of Kif4A end-tags at high density. The microtubule therefore responds dynamically to
motor binding and alters the behavior of other motors, allowing new forms of collective motor behavior.
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dynamic microtubules.23 Thus low-density, long-distance interactions may allow motors to self-organize249

without physical short-range coupling, oligomerization, binding partners, or tubulin post-translational250

modifications. This kind of coupling can make kinesin motors more adaptable, allowing them to perform251

different functions depending on the surrounding environment and local motor concentration in cells.252

Our results suggest a new view in which the microtubule is not a passive highway on which motors253

move, but instead a responsive medium that couples motors moving along it. Motors moving along254

microtubules may therefore be analogous to other physical systems in which new forms of collective255

behavior occur due to coupling through a medium, such as Cooper-paired electrons in a superconductor,56256

diffusion of atoms of the surface of a crystal,57 liquid-liquid phase separation in an elastic gel,58,59 and257

interactions of active particles through a granular medium.60258

Methods259

Protein purification. Recombinant proteins (Kif4A, Kif4A-GFP, Kif4A-CLIP and K401) were ex-260

pressed and purified as described previously.24,61 For CLIP protein labeling, purified protein was incu-261

bated with CLIP-Surface™ 647 in a 1:3 (protein:dye) molar ratio, at 30°C for 1 hr, followed by incubation262

at 4°C overnight. Unbound dye was removed by repeated dilution and centrifugation through an Am-263

icon® Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Unit (Millipore Sigma), prior to size exclusion chromatography. A264

comparison of the absorbance of pure labeled protein at 650 nm and 280 nm yielded a labeling efficiency265

of 15-20%.266

Microtubule polymerization. Taxol-stabilized rhodamine-labeled microtubules were prepared with267

biotin tubulin as described previously.24 Briefly, GMPCPP seeds were prepared from a mixture of268

unlabeled bovine tubulin, X-rhodamine-tubulin and biotin tubulin, which were diluted in BRB80 buffer269

(80 mM PIPES pH 6.8, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM EGTA, pH 6.8) and mixed together by tapping gently.270

The tube was transferred to a 37°C heating block and covered with foil to reduce light exposure. The271

biotinylated microtubules were incubated for 1 hr 45 min. Afterwards, 100 µL of warm BRB80 buffer272

was added to the microtubules and spun at 75000 rpm, 10 min, and 37°C to remove free unpolymerized273

tubulin. Following the centrifugation step, the supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was washed by274

round of centrifugation with 100 µL BRB80 supplemented with 20 µM taxol. The pellet was resuspended275

in 16 µL of BRB80 containing 20 µM taxol and stored at room temperature covered in foil.276

In vitro fluorescence microscopy assay. The microscope slides (Gold Seal Cover Glass, 24 × 60 mm,277

thickness No.1.5) and coverslips (Gold Seal Cover Glass, 18 × 18 mm, thickness No.1.5) were cleaned278

and functionalized with biotinylated PEG and non-biotinylated PEG, respectively, to prevent nonspecific279

surface sticking, according to standard protocols. Flow chambers were built by applying two strips of280

double-sided tape to a slide and applying to the coverslip. Sample chamber volumes were approximately281

6–8 µL.282

Experiments were performed as described previously.24 To visualize the accumulation of Kif4A on283

microtubules, rhodamine-labeled biotinylated were immobilized in a flow chamber coated with neutra-284

vidin (0.2 mg/ml). Next, Kif4A-GFP and and 1 mM ATP were flushed into the flow chamber in assay285

buffer (BRB80 buffer supplemented with 1 mM TCEP, 0.2 mg/ml k-casein, 20 µM taxol, 40 mg/ml286

glucose oxidase, 35 mg/ml glucose catalase, 0.5% β-mercaptoethanol, 5% sucrose and 1 mM ATP). The287

flow cell was incubated for 10 min before taking snapshots of the microtubule and GFP channel. To288

visualize single molecules, Kif4A-GFP and 1 mM ATP were flowed into the chamber in assay buffer and289

a time-lapse sequence of images was immediately acquired at a rate of 0.3 frames/s. Data were collected290

for 2-4 min. Experiments with K401 were performed using the same method.291

All experiments were performed on Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope with a Ti-ND6-PFS perfect focus292

system equipped with an APO TIRF 100x oil/1.49 DIC objective (Nikon). The microscope was outfitted293

with a Nikon-encoded x-y motorized stage and a piezo z-stage, an sCMOS camera (Andor Zyla 4.2), and294

two-color TIRF imaging optics (Lasers: 488 nm and 561 nm; Filters: Dual Band 488/561 TIRF exciter).295

Image analysis. ImageJ (NIH) was used to process the image files. Briefly, raw time-lapse images were296

converted to tiff files. A rolling ball radius background subtraction of 50 pixels was applied to distinguish297

the features in the images more clearly. From these images, individual microtubule single molecule events298

were picked and converted to kymographs by the MultipleOverlay and MultipleKymograph plug-ins (J.299

Reitdorf and A. Seitz). We then extracted parameters such as run length and lifetime, and calculated the300

average velocity (run length/lifetime), for each single molecule track. We only included moving single301

molecule events and excluded stalled events from the analysis.302
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